"A Gift From the Earth - Traditional Pottery Making in North Central New Mexico"

The DVD captures master potter, Camilla Trujillo, teaching and demonstrating traditional pottery making to students at the Camino de Paz School and Farm in Santa Cruz, NM. It will guide you step-by-step in making pottery using the Pinch, Slab and Coil techniques. By following the lessons presented in this DVD, you will create two spoons, a “salt” box with a lid and a figure. These techniques and projects will provide you with the basics for future hand building projects. Camilla Trujillo’s simple and effective teaching style makes this DVD appropriate for children and adults alike.

"A Gift From the Earth - Traditional Pottery Making in North Central New Mexico" was made possible in part through a grant from the Northern Rio Grande National Heritage Area and additional funding from the Site Steward Foundation Inc. Fifty (50) copies of the DVD have been donated to schools and public organizations in Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and Taos counties to teach and help preserve traditional pottery making.

Videographer and film editor, Isabel Carvalhal produced the DVD.

Copies of the DVD "A Gift From the Earth - Traditional Pottery Making in North Central New Mexico" may be purchased by visiting www.RioLibraVisions.com